Abstract — A GaN based high efficiency, high power amplifier in P-band for space borne radar applications is demonstrated. It uses a single chip transistor that achieves 250W output power with greater than 80% drain efficiency from 420MHz to 450MHz, using a pulsed waveform with 10% duty cycle. The circuit topology is based on a combination of class E and inverse class F harmonic tuning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several space amplifier applications are adopting GaN technology due to the superior physical properties that this material offers. In reference [1] a 120W GaN amplifier module is reported with 60% efficiency for L-band SweepSAR radar systems. In reference [2] a comparison is made of class E, F and inverse F amplifiers in L-band (2 GHz) to determine the best performance achievable with a 10W GaN transistor targeted for satellite radio navigation (Galileo). In reference [3] the typical performance goals of output power, bandwidth and overall efficiency are outlined for a T/R module in L-band for future space needs.

Besides L-band, several space applications exist in P-band requiring high power and efficiency capabilities which have attracted significant development using GaN against other technologies: VDMOS/LDMOS are not radiation-hardened; GaAs uses low voltage, which adds high losses in power supply; bipolar has low gain; so that opens the door to GaN. Also, GaN has lowest output pF/W figure of merit which is an essential requirement for high efficiency switched amplifiers. For instance, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging of subsurface features for Mars, as suggested in reference [4], or other non-terrestrial objects, or the terrestrial surface itself, all benefit from power amplifiers based on GaN technology. Here, a high power amplifier in P-band would allow deeper ground penetration and subsurface imaging. Future interplanetary missions using Multi-Mission Subsurface Imaging Radar (MMSIR) technology would also benefit from a GaN based amplifier. An airborne test bed system for Biomass estimation (Airmoss) is in operation using P-Band SAR, which is the precursor to future space instruments [5].

With space operated radar instrumentation, it becomes mandatory matching the high output power requirements of an amplifier with high efficiency to keep power supply requirements and weight manageable, while at the same time improving packaging and printed circuit board materials and techniques [6].

The purpose of the research work presented in this paper is to demonstrate a 250W GaN single transistor building block aimed at high power amplifier for P-Band radar applications such as space exploration and earth remote sensing, with efficiency targets above 80%. The power amplifier utilizes GaN HEMT device technology; we show results with GaN chips optimized to operate at 75V and 100V supply voltage, with impedance matching circuits that include harmonic tuning to optimize efficiency. The ultimate goal is to create an amplifier module with greater than 80% efficiency from 420MHz to 450MHz, using a pulsed waveform with 10% duty cycle. The objective has been achieved by implementing an impedance matching scheme that results in a combination of class E and inverse class F topology.

II. HIGH VOLTAGE GaN HEMT Technology

Our research work uses a GaN transistor built with a single chip to achieve a target of 250W minimum output power and 80% drain efficiency. Two different die configurations have been developed, with the following characteristics:

1) a 21mm die operating at 75V with 250W output power, 22dB gain and drain efficiency in excess of 80%;
2) a 15mm die operating at 100V with 250W output power, 25dB gain and drain efficiency in excess of 75%.

The chip operating at 75V has a breakdown voltage in excess of 200V, whereas the die designed to operate at 100V has a breakdown voltage exceeding 300V. Both chips versions are available with 0.5μm and 1μm gate length, whereas the main difference between the 75V and the 100V GaN HEMT devices is the length of the gate-drain extension (drift region) and the relative source connected field plate. The two different layout topologies were selected to address not only potential differences in thermal resistance and junction temperature, but also F/2 or harmonic spurious signals under mismatch and stability. The different die architectures also translate into different combining properties when building a transistor with two or more chips inside one package, targeting a 500W or higher output power level.

The test device uses an input LC resonance to increase the input gate impedance, and the drain is bonded directly to the transistor output lead to allow for fundamental and harmonic
tuning outside the transistor package. The test environment used test fixtures with fixed tuned load impedances for all measurement frequencies with no external tuners. Separate test fixtures were created for each operating voltage and corresponding load line impedance. A picture of the package and internal device assembly is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Package and internal assembly of GaN transistor.

III. HARMONIC TUNED CIRCUIT TECHNIQUES

To determine the quality of each test fixture load match, the measured values at the package reference plane are de-embedded and then compared to optimum fundamental and harmonic load impedances for Inverse Class F or Class E operation. The derivation of the model uses the combination of a calculation for Rds and estimate of Cds (die output and package lead capacitances) by overlapping the model impedance to the load pull measured results. The de-embedding process is based on a model of the die and package as shown in Fig. 2.

To approximate the real impedance at the current generator, we have used calculations based on inverse Class F operation from Grebennikov [7], where Rds (class F⁻¹) = \( \pi/2 \) Rds (class B), and Rds (class B) = \( \sqrt{Vdd^2 / (2 \cdot Pout)} \). We get 17.7 ohms at 75V and 31.4 ohms at 100V, using 250W output power.

Starting with the calculated value for Rds, the value for Cds was adjusted to match the packaged device model to the load pull result. Cds is 10.5pF and 7.5pF at 75V and 100V, respectively. Series inductance is 0.1nH for all cases. The data are then compared to the optimum load impedances for an Inverse Class F and Class E amplifiers as described in [7] and [8]. A similar approach is discussed in reference [9]. The data are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class E</th>
<th>Class F⁻¹</th>
<th>75V TF</th>
<th>100V TF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( F_0 )</td>
<td>1+j0.725</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1+j0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ( F_0 )</td>
<td>-j1.785</td>
<td>( \infty )</td>
<td>0.11-j1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ( F_0 )</td>
<td>-j1.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01-j0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results highlight the uncertainty for the class of operation, as the fundamental and harmonic impedances in this case do not define the amplifier class of operation. The impedance results define an amplifier class that is a combination of Inverse Class F and Class E operation. A picture of the test fixture for the 75V device is shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3. Picture of the test fixture for the 75V GaN device. Input and output matching consists mainly of 50 ohm transmission lines with shunt capacitors to tune first, second and third harmonics.

IV. RF RESULTS

Single GaN die evaluations were done to select the best solution for achieving greater than 80% drain efficiency and 250W output power. Data was collected on available saturated output power, drain efficiency, power gain, pulse droop, and stability under 2:1 VSWR mismatch. RF data measured on sample devices is presented in Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. The device performance is measured at saturated power, which is defined...
at the point where the die is gain compressed enough to cause
gate current to flow. This saturated power level is
approximately 4dB to 5dB gain compression from a low
output power reference, typically >10dB drive power below
the saturation point.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that increasing the gate length from
0.5μm to 1.0μm reduces gain by approximately 3dB, whereas
the 100V chip design has almost 3dB more gain than the 75V
die design. Comparing the test fixture normalized harmonic
impedances for the 75V and 100V devices to the efficiency
results in Fig. 6, it can be seen that there is a correlation to the
efficiency results and test fixture harmonic loads.

The saturated output power across the frequency band 420-
450MHz is about the same for the four devices, as seen in Fig.
5, although the power density is different due to the 15mm
versus 21mm gate periphery in the two designs. On the
contrary, efficiency is higher for the 75V devices compared to
the 100V samples, as seen in Fig. 6. The pulse droop during a
300us pulse is shown in Fig. 7 for all four devices. The pulse
droop is measured by sampling the pulse at 10% time point of
the pulse and at the 90% time point of the pulse. Pulse droop
results correlate with drain efficiency, and it is lower where
the efficiency is higher.

The lower efficiency observed for the 100V die types was
due to the circuit topology used. The simple topology of the
test circuit made it difficult to achieve proper impedance ratios
between the fundamental and harmonic frequencies as the
voltage is increased. Pulse droop tends to be higher with lower
efficiency and higher power density (Watts per mm of gate
periphery, which is higher on 100V chip design).

Very high RF gain at low frequencies can cause instabilities
and power sharing issues, which can result in spurious
emissions from the amplifier and possible device failures. To
understand the possible implications of the very high gain
observed by the test samples, each device was subjected to a
2:1 VSWR mismatch at the output with all phase angles. Fig. 8 shows a correlation between observed spurious under a 2:1 mismatch and the gain of the device at rated power. Although all chip types show the capability to achieve 250W and high efficiency, our results indicate that the best die selection moving forward for a multi-chip device design will be the 75V, 1μm gate length, 21mm gate periphery die. This device has the required saturated output power capability and the lowest gain to help mitigate low frequency instability issues.

The thermal resistance of the 15mm 100V devices has been calculated, as described in reference [10], to be 0.36 °C/W for the bare die, whereas for the 21mm 75V devices it is 0.31 °C/W. We have used a value of 300 W/m²-K for the thermal conductivity of the SiC substrate. The thermal resistance component for the package CPC flange is ~0.1 °C/W in both cases. Therefore the total thermal resistance of the 100V devices tested is 0.46 °C/W, and for the 75V devices it is 0.41 °C/W. At 420MHz, the 100V sample with 0.5μm gate length has 270W output power and 75% drain efficiency; therefore the DC power is 360W, and the dissipated power is 360W-270W=90W. For a base-plate temperature of 35 °C under forced air cooling, the calculated peak channel temperature is now 60.8 °C which is very good from a reliability standpoint. A similar calculation at 420MHz for the 75V 1.0μm gate length device has 270W saturated output power and 81% drain efficiency; therefore the DC power is 333W, and the dissipated power is 333W-270W=63W. For a base-plate temperature of 35 °C under forced air cooling, the calculated peak channel temperature is now 60.8 °C which is also very good from a reliability standpoint. A more accurate analysis of the junction temperature has to account for the 300us pulse length with a 10% duty cycle. Time-domain simulations of the junction temperature under the specified pulse conditions have been carried out and the results are shown in Fig. 9.

Junction temperature on the 75V device barely reaches 60 °C, whereas on the 100V device it approaches 75°C, in good agreement with the projections made above. Gate length has only minor effect on the junction temperature. Notice how the more efficient 75V devices operate at lower peak junction temperatures compared to the 100V devices, which translates into better reliability.

V. CONCLUSION

Several single GaN chip transistors have been evaluated for a 250W output power, 80% efficiency amplifier at P-band for radar applications in space exploration and earth remote sensing. The results are obtained with a circuit topology where the measured impedances are typical of a combination between class E and inverse class F power amplification. It has been demonstrated stable operation at 75V and 100V bias of a 250W power amplifier with greater than 80% efficiency and estimated junction temperature well below the 150 °C level needed for high reliability operation.
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